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Experiences with Budgets to Aid
Management

By
LESTER F. BLAKE,
Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery,
Boston, Mass.

T he National Association of Cost Accountants does not sta nd sponsor for views expressed
by the writers of articles issu ed a s Pu blica tions.
T he object of the Official Publications of the
Association is to place before the members
ideas which it is hoped may prove interesting
and suggestive. The a rticles will cover a wide
range of subjects and present many different
viewpoints. It is not intended that they shall
reflect the particular ideas of any individual
or grou p. Constructive comments on any of
the Publications will be welcome.
Additional copies of this Publication may be
obtained from the office of the secreta ry. T he
price to members is twenty -five cents per copy
and to non - members seventy -five cents per copy.

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT NOTE
The idea of the budget is inherent in all planning of
business operations. In many quarters, there is not, however, a full appreciation of the advantages accruing from
the development and operation of a complete system of
budgetary control. Some experiences with budgets in the
metal cutting industry are presented in our current Official
Publication.
The author, Lester F. Blake, of the Boston office of
Lybrand, Ross Bros. and Montgomery, after graduation
from high school, entered the employ of a large automobile manufacturing company where he served first in the
capacity of a mechanic in practically all of the manufacturing departments and also as timekeeper, cost clerk, and
cost accountant. He then spent two years in the employ
of Brown and Sharp Manufacturing Company where his
duties included the compilation of the cost of all kinds of
products manufactured by the company. In 1915 he entered
the employ of a concern which owned and operated some
twelve different businesses, five of which were foundries
and metal cutting industries. Here he had general supervision of the manufacturing and financial operations of
these several businesses. He then became general manager of a gray iron foundry doing a general jobbing business and employing about 500 people. Here he had entire
control of the business, supervising the manufacturing,
sales, and finances. In the latter part of 1918 he entered
the employ of Lybrand, Ross Bros. and Montgomery,
Public Accountants and Auditors.
His service as a public accountant has been confined
almost entirely to metal cutting industries which range
from the manufacture of ammunition, small arms, foundries, and machine tools to shipbuilding. During his professional career he has been intimately connected with the
installation and operation of cost systems and systems of
budgetary control.
He is a C. P. A. of the State of Massachusetts, an
Associate of the American Institute of Accountants, a
member of the Massachusetts State Society of Certified
Public Accountants and a Member of the National Association of Cost Accountants.
This paper was presented before the Rochester Regional
Conference, 1927, National Association of Cost Accountants.
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EXPE RIE NCES WITH B UDG ETS TO AID
MANAG EMENT
L ROBERT H. MONTGOMERY in h is "Finan cial
COLONE
Handbook" defines the budget as follows:
"The business budget is a modern adaptation to business of an
ancient method of controlling public or social receipts and expenditures. It is one of the rare instances in which the business man
has been able to learn something from the politician. The business
budget is not in general use, but businesses which have adopted
the budget system are the most progressive and profitable in the
country. It is an innovation which may be tried out without risk.
"The budget is prepared from estimates or forecasts, for a
definite future period, of the expected operation in each functional
department of a business. The forecast of each department is
dependent upon the anticipated activities of all other departments:
for example, a manufacturing program must be based upon expected sales and the estimate of sales is limited by the producing
capacity of the factory."
It has been my experience that the greatest aid to management
which can be obtained from budgetary control is the method of
correlating the activities of one department of the business to
those of all the others. The various activities of a business, such
as sales, finance, administration, production, purchasing, etc., constitute a chain, each department being a connecting link and, as
has so often been pointed out, the weakest link in the chain constitutes the strength of the chain or in this instance the strength
of the business. If through good organization each department
operates efficiently, effectively and successfully in meeting the
requirements of all other departments and the general public, then
the chain is strong. If, however, one department, such as sales,
is weak and is not obtaining the necessary volume or giving proper
service to customers the chain is weak and the other departments,
or links in the chain, are affected thereby, to the extent that disorganization and disintegration rapidly take place. It is in the
attempt to weld the several links together into a strong serviceable
chain of coordinated operations that methods of budgetary con 1247
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trol have been established to meet the requirements of modern
industry.
Before taking up in detail the several examples whereby budgetary control has assisted management, let us consider the problems
which the management of a large industrial concern is called upon
to solve. By the management, I mean the executive body or individual who has complete control of all the activities of the business and to whom the executive heads of departments are responsible. In the first place the executive must manufacture the right
kinds of products, that is, the kinds of products which can be
sold profitably and in satisfactory volume. His next step is to
procure a sufficient volume of sales to enable him to manufacture
in such quantities that economical production can be obtained.
This must be done with a minimum amount of investment in
inventory and fixed assets, borrowings must be kept at or below
a figure whereby the expense of the money borrowed will be
commensurate with the volume of business procured. Relative to
the details of the production, the management must furnish the
procedure whereby raw materials from which the product is manufactured will be on hand in sufficient quantities so that production
programs will not be interfered with. The management is also
responsible for establishing an efficiently operating organization
which can skillfully and efficiently obtain materials, produce the
product and market it in the most economical manner.
When speaking of these problems in a general way they do not
loom to such great proportions. In the instances where I have
had opportunity for personal observation, especially since being
in professional work, it has been obvious that the failure to operate successfully has been because the proper relation of one department of the business to another has not been properly established
and the benefits to be obtained from properly applying the correct
relationship have been ignored to the detriment of the business as
a whole.
There are still many businesses operating on the plan that the
capacity of the plant shall control the volume of product manufactured and that the selling department shall be required to sell all
of the product irrespective of the buying capacity of its market.
This may seem to be an absurd statement to many of you who are
1248
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operating in accordance with sound principles and have the production programs controlled by the total amount of possible sales
for a definite period. I have been called as a professional accountant to assist in reorganizing many companies whose primary
trouble has been that the requirements of the production department have been considered the basis of operations.
It is my purpose in the rest of my talk to describe to you certain
experiences that will illustrate the benefits which have been obtained by management from correlating the activities of the several departments of their business. Before taking up the details
I would like to state that the success of the budget is based almost
entirely upon the correctness of the figures which are to be obtained from the accounting and cost accounting records of the
business wherein a correct history of the activities of the several
departments is portrayed. This history, divided into periods and
cycles, compared with the general business cycles, is the basis for
the successful operation of any scheme of budgetary control.
Some time ago I was called to a conference with a local banker
relative to the present financial position and future prospects of
a concern whose chief business was the manufacture and sale of
a high grade line of gauges used in connection with the operation
of high pressure steam power systems. This concern also made
a quality product of valves for high pressure steam and water
lines. I was asked if I knew anything about the financial position
of this company, what was the cause of its present embarrassment and why the sales of the company were steadily decreasing
from year to year. I informed the banker that I had no knowledge of the present financial status of the company and did not
know anything about its general operating conditions. "Such
being the case," said the banker, "I want you to visit this concern,
investigate its present financial position, ascertain what is wrong
with the management and, most important of all, what factors
have produced the generally poor operating results which have
taken place during the past five or six years. This is very important to us as we have loaned this company very heavily and wish
to get our money back without having to go through the processes
of receivership or bankruptcy proceedings."
I accordingly visited the concern, made an examination of its
1249
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records at a specific date and for the five or six years prior to that
date. I found that the company had large investments in inventory and fixed assets, far in excess of the actual needs of the business as disclosed by the sales volume for the past several years.
The company at the time of my investigation was producing to
the full capacity of its factory in spite of the fact that sales were
decreasing steadily from an apparent lack of proper sales effort
or from the impossibility of the concern to manufacture economically enough to compete with other manufacturers in its own line.
The company's general offices were located in an expensive office
building in the main part of the city and the factory was situated
in a fairly good location in the suburbs.
After definitely establishing the financial position of the company as at the end of its last fiscal year and ascertaining the results
of its operations for the past ten years, we found a very sad situation and unless something radical was done immediately it was
our opinion that the company was headed for the bankruptcy
courts. One of the most important things we found in making
our investigation was that the general demand from customers in
this line of business had been steadily increasing during the period
in which the sales of this particular concern had been decreasing.
We also found by comparison with other concerns in the same
line of business, that production costs and costs of materials from
which its particular products were made had been decreasing for
the five or six years prior to the date of our examination; whereas
in this particular company production costs had been increasing.
We found that the percentage to sales of administration and marketing expenses for companies whose activities and products exactly paralleled those of this company was about I27o, whereas
in this company the cost of marketing and administration was
about 309'0 of net sales. This was the picture we gave the banker
with the recommendation that if the company wished to avoid
bankruptcy it would be necessary to revise the expenditures for
organization and production to more nearly conform to the income
now being received.
The executives in charge of the company's operations were
descendants of the original founders, were not trained business
executives, and were men of poor ability and in addition thereto
1250
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were quite old and had not the incentive of the younger men to
try to learn modern methods in order to place the business on a
paying basis. As a result of our report to the bankers it was
arranged that the activities of the company be administered by
a representative appointed by the bank. This was done, and the
first thing in the process of reorganization was to establish a sales
quota for the coming six months by individual items of product.
An analysis was then made of the inventory to ascertain which
of the products forecasted in the sales quota were on hand and in
what quantities. As soon as this information was obtained the production program was revised to the extent that a large portion of
the manufacturing force was discharged, leaving only a skeleton
organization. The purchasing program was reduced to the point
where only materials that were actually needed to maintain the
limited production were purchased. A new sales force was organized and a scientific study was made to ascertain the customers'
demand for the particular products manufactured by this company. A sales conference was held and at this conference an estimate was made of the amount of business the new sales force
should obtain during the next six months. This estimate was
used as a basis for establishing a new production program. Administration and selling costs were reduced to an operating minimum.
An amount had been established on the basis of the prospective
sales quota as to how much the company could afford to spend at
the rate of i57o on sales for administration and selling. In order
to do this it was necessary for the new administration to move
out of the expensive offices in the city and transfer the seat of
administration to the factory. The offices were sublet at a profit.
The net result of the combined endeavors of the new administration was to bring the administration costs down to approximately
the percentage estimated on the basis of sales. The result of the
new and more intelligent sales activities was to increase, during
the next six months, the volume of sales to an extent that the
quota was exceeded and it was necessary to increase the production and purchasing programs above those originally planned. It
is surprising to know that for the second six months after the
new administration obtained control, the total sales volume was
about Io7o more than the anticipated quota. The cost of produc1251
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tion, by averaging the units, was reduced by about 3o% and the
cost of administration was only 39o' above the amount fixed by
the percentage to sales. At the end of the year another report
was submitted to the bankers and at that time the company had
liquidated sufficient of its inventory to pay off some of its obligations to the banks. The banker, of course, was considerably encouraged and extended the company further time on the remaining
notes.
This took place several years ago and at the present time the
company is on a profitable operating basis, having only a normal
amount of outstanding notes payable, is operating efficiently in all
its departments and I might say that in the past two years the
company has made such satisfactory earnings that it is on a dividend paying basis once again.
This might seem to you to be only the difference between good
management and poor management, good sales effort and poor
sales effort. However, that is just the difference between a concern which budgets its operations and one which does not. It is
my belief that the real success which was obtained in pulling this
chestnut out of the fire was based entirely upon the executive
action obtained through correlating the activities of the several
departments of the business and using executive action to see that
this correlation was made effective. I might add, in commenting
on this particular case, that the company operated a fairly elaborate
detailed cost accounting system and a good planning system for
its production. The figures which were being obtained from the
cost accounting system were not being used intelligently and production was being planned without reference to sales or inventory
balances.
In obtaining the proper relation of one activity to another in
the particular business the new administration did not use the
word "budgeting" in describing the methods used in obtaining
the results, but it was "budgeting" just the same and good
"budgeting" at that.
In describing the results obtained from budgetary control in
this particular case I am unable, because of professional ethics,
to disclose the name of my client. However, I assure you that it
is a bona fide case wherein the results of the application of budget 1252
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ary methods can be given a major portion of the credit for the
successful results obtained.
In my next illustration of where budgetary methods have aided
management in procuring successful results in coordinating the
activities of an industry, I am able to give you the name of the
company through permission of its president. I know of no other
company in the metal- cutting industry which has spent so much
time and effort to perfect a complete system of budgetary control
that would be of practical aid to the management. The Walworth
Company, of which Mr. Howard Coonley is president and at
whose instigation the budgetary control methods were originally
installed, is an old New England institution, organized some fifty
or sixty years ago, and operated successfully until about igio or
1911. It has been my good fortune to be associated in a professional way with the Walworth Company's organization for the
past seven or eight years. It is during this period that budgetary
methods were installed, and I have been able personally to observe
the results which have been obtained therefrom.
In 1 9 1 3 this company operated only one plant which was located
in Massachusetts. From this plant, all products manufactured by
the company were distributed to the trade which was located
mostly in the eastern part of this country. For several years prior
to that time sales averaged about $2,000,000 annually. At the
present time the annual sales of this company will approximate
$3o,000,000. From 1 9 1 3 to date the company has expanded tremendously, to the extent that it now has large manufacturing
units in New England, the Middle West, the South and in Pennsylvania, and operates sales agencies in practically every large
city throughout the United States. It also operates selling agencies
and has territorial representatives throughout Europe, South
America, India and Australia through which its products reach
practically every market throughout the world where the particular
product is required.
The company manufactures pipe fittings, valves, and tools for
use of the pipe fitting industries. These are made from such raw
materials as cast iron, malleable iron, brass and steel. A great
multiplicity of products is manufactured, it being necessary that
the company have on hand at all times 23,000 different finished
1253
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products. When thinking in terms of items to be manufactured
this means many more units, as many of the products, such as
valves, are assembled from ten or fifteen different parts.
The products of this company are used in major part by railroads, oil producers, shipbuilders, building trades, manufacturing
plants, etc. Another feature of the demand for the product which•
affects the operating conditions of the company, its investment in
inventories, etc., is that the greatest volume of products sold is
used in repair work which requires quick delivery by the manufacturer and necessitates a far flung system of warehousing in
order to locate the products at strategic points throughout the
country for quick distribution to the trade.
In order properly to obtain a correct idea of the problems which
the present management had to solve, you must take into consideration its tremendous growth in a short period. In speaking
of these problems in a recent publication the president of the
company outlines his most important problem as follows: "not the
least of which has been the great question of coordination of production with sales and the provision of adequate finances to keep
us liquid."
Before the present method of budgeting sales and production
was installed, the company was accustomed to organize its production program on the basis of customers' orders received. In
following such a program the company had to increase the number of hours of production in periods when the orders were received in large quantities and volume, either by hiring new help
which had to be trained and was inefficient and unskilled, for a
period at least, or had to reduce the production hours when the
receipt of orders and volume decreased, and curtail manufacturing
operations. It was uneconomical and the reason was that production programs were not based on sales anticipated for future
periods. The result was that the factories were not giving regular employment to the workers, were not producing at the lowest
possible cost, and were not obtaining the expected gross profits
on the goods manufactured.
The present management recognized this weakness and began
to study the situation in an attempt to see what could possibly
be done in order properly to relate production programs to antici1254
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pated sales. Studies covering a long period of time were made.
Of course, in making these studies the several markets for the
product and the buying capacity of such markets were ascertained.
Statistics were also collected which furnished information relative
to the quantities of each individual product which has been sold
for the past several years. The results of these studies were very
satisfactory, especially the studies of the activities of businesses
upon which the sale of this company's product depended. In obtaining this information, statistics were perused relative to the
general activities of these particular businesses, to the extent that
seasonal trends and cycles of activity were definitely established
over a long period of time. The information which I am giving
you has been obtained directly from the files of the company and
from conversing with its executives and the head of its statistical
department, who operates the budgetary procedure. One of the
principal results which the company wished to obtained from its
first study was increased efficiency in service to its customers. In
order to obtain such increased efficiency, it was necessary to ascertain what products were mostly used by customers and to place
them in stock at convenient locations ready for quick delivery. The
study disclosed that out of the 23,000 items only boo could be
considered as fast moving; in fact this small number of items covered about two- thirds of the total volume of products manufactured. The other third, as you may assume, was made up mostly
of slow moving items.
The several studies relative to establishing sales statistics on
which to base future estimates and quotas disclosed that the business was what might be termed a staple "bread and butter" business and that a normal continuous flow of sales could be anticipated. It was ascertained that it would be advisable and more
practical to measure sales and production by tons rather than in
quantities of each product sold. This gave the administration a
definite unit of measurement with which to measure its sales and
arrange its.production programs. It was also found possible and
practical to break the sales down into several large groups such
as cast iron products, brass products, malleable iron products,
tools, etc. These in turn were further broken down into smaller
groupings. This not only provided an easy grouping for com-
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paring sales with production estimates but also furnished excellent units of measurement for the cost accounting procedures inasmuch as the cost per ton of manufacturing each group could
be furnished the executives in comparison with the selling price
per ton per group. However, in relating the sales of the company
to the sales of the businesses on which the company depended for
its volume it was necessary to make the comparison in dollars.
In gathering the statistics for ascertaining or estimating what
the sales of a future period would be in order properly to plan
its production and control inventories, the company referred to
Government statistics and figures compiled by the Harvard Bureau
of Research and obtained the variations in the total volume of
operations of sixteen relatively different businesses. The statistics
obtained from each individual source were plotted separately
and compared with the statistics plotted from the other sources
and it was found that they compared favorably. They were then
all thrown together and plotted in comparison with the actual
sales experience of the Walworth Company for the same periods.
It was found that the curves of both the sales of the sixteen
companies and those of the Walworth Company compared favorably; in fact they were almost identical. The curves thus established covered a period of sixty months which was sufficient to
establish the variations of the business cycle which applied directly
to the activities of this particular company. This statistical information is now recorded periodically by the statistical department
of the company and the curves established thereby are extended
and brought up to date and are up to date at all times.
In establishing the sales quotas for a definite period the statistical department compares the curve thus established with the estimates made by executives of the sales department which are obtained from territorial and branch managers.
In addition to establishing the business cycle curve for the company as a whole the statistical department establishes a curve for
each territory which purports to show the variation in demands for
the company's product by territories and indicates that a definite
amount of business can be obtained from a certain territory during a coming period. The estimates of the sales department for
each territory are compared with this statistical curve and after
general executive discussion a sales quota is established for each
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territory. To illustrate how executive control is obtained of the
territorial quotas, I will describe what took place recently in one
of the larger sales territories of the company. It was anticipated
that a certain amount of business should be obtained from the
particular territory and inventories and production were planned
accordingly. Only 6o% of the expected sales were actually obtained. Investigation by company executives disclosed poor selling endeavor and poor organization in this particular territory
and executive action was taken to the extent that the local agent
was removed and a new one put in his place. Since this change
has been made the sales performance has been more than satisfacotry and it is interesting to note that it compared favorably with
the pre - determined curve for the territory.
After establishing the sales quotas in accordance with the procedures which I have previously outlined, authorization is made
to establish a definite production program for so many tons of
product. Experience has established the fact that whereas sales
quotas are established in tons for groups of product, it has been
the experience of the company that for a certain amount of tonnage certain quantities of specific items will be required.
The foregoing will give you a general idea of the detail covered
and the steps taken to establish the sales quotas of the company.
There is a great deal of effort required by the company's staff to
procure this statistical information and properly record it and it
is impossible for me here to describe each step. However, I think
I have briefly outlined the method used.
The forecasting of sales is the keynote of the company's planning. If the estimated demand as forecasted is in excess of the
normal production of the factories, the inventory must be increased to care for this excess before the demand is actually made.
It is also true that when the demand decreases the company must
ship more than it produces before the actual decrease in orders is
feltso that the inventory will be liquidated during the period of
increased sales rather than during the period when depression
actually takes place. Working on this basis the company has
been able to establish its inventories at economic levels commensurate with good service to its customers and arrange its production programs so that it has obtained a regular flow of output and
1257
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thus great savings in cost have been obtained. It has also been
noted that because of more regular employment a more satisfactory feeling has been created among the workmen.
Relative to the improvement which was obtained through budgetary methods in connection with building a more efficient manufacturing organization, Mr. Coonley stated in May, 1 9 2 5 :
"It is clear from the record that since 1921 an equal annual
average of orders has been cared for by a lesser average number
of employes and these employes who have been retained have been
more definitely assured of a steady job. The worst of the peaks
in rush production have been avoided. The threats of sharp curtailments, following periods of over - expansion, have been dissipated so the worker has been assured of steadier employment and
has been happier and more efficient in his work. The company
in turn has been assured of more continued use of the production
facilities with a lesser expenditure for a quantity of production.
Yet at no time has the customer been penalized by delays in shipment to the extent which he suffered in 1920."
Some of you are probably wondering what results have been
obtained by the Walworth Company through applying budgetary
control methods to its production departments. In speaking above
of the application of budgetary control methods to the sales departments I stated that at a given point a definite production program was authorized. This authorization is given by a committee
which establishes definite quotas by groups of product for each
manufacturing unit. The committee is composed of the president,
the head of the statistical department, and representatives of the
sales department who, in conference, definitely and finally establish the quotas which they wish to obtain from the production
departments during a specific quarter. This estimate always takes
into consideration the tonnage of each group on hand in the inventories. Of course there is also an annual estimate of production
made at the beginning of each year. The quarterly estimate is a
revision of the annual estimate. The correction of the original
estimate is always made in the light of present knowledge and
experience. As these revisions are made the programs for purchasing raw materials are adjusted and the production schedule is
rearranged.
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These production quotas are furnished to the managers at each
of the manufacturing units. The manager in turn arranges his
production program by individual product classifications as well
as by individual items of product. These are furnished to the
department heads throughout each factory. In connection with
furnishing the quotas to the plants I wish to say further that the
executive committee, which determines the total of the quotas by
production classes, also fixes the extent to which the personnel
at each of the works should be increased or decreased in order
to carry out the production program. The limitation upon personnel requirements is placed on totals only and is not so strictly
enforced that shortage in production would result because of an
attempt to live up to a predetermined personnel figure.
When the quarterly quota is received by the works it is the
function of the works manager to arrange his production program
and it is within his province to arrange to manufacture product
in any portion of the quarter that will obtain the most economical
results. The plant manager breaks down the quotas for the quarter into monthly quotas and into quotas for each department and
at the beginning of each month he furnishes each department
head with the month's quota for the particular department. A
comparison of actual production against quota requiremetns is
made for each department.
At each works there is a house organ in which a comparative
tabulation of actual production against quota requirements is
made. In addition to this comparison there is also presented a
comparison by departments of the actual number of personnel used
in obtaining the production compared with the authorized number
of personnel. There is also a third comparison made, showing
the net efficiency in view of both actual production and actual personnel. Mr. Barber, head of the statistical department of the
company, in one of his reports states as follows:
"For instance, a 2oofo increase over production quotas secured
by 96ofo of the authorized personnel would represent an efficiency
against quota of 125%. Thus it is seen that the statistical control, establishment of quotas and check -up of actual performance
against quota, is carried up to the control committee from the
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individual sales unit and brought down to the individual department in the individual purchasing unit."
In working out the budget system, both in the sales and production departments, it has been found that in many cases sales
have been underestimated. This is not usually the fault of the
poor estimate but because of it. As the estimate has anticipated
a certain condition and because of the knowledge of future happenings based upon the estimate, the sales department has increased its effort and obtained better results than the estimate
which in all probability would not have been the case if the estimate had not been made. Because of the increased sales caused
by additional effort of the sales department the production department in many instances, although meeting its quotas, does not
furnish sufficient materials to meet the actual sales performance.
This, however, is usually cared for by the safety cushion at which
the inventory is maintained and in the next quarter the production
program is arranged to care for the deficiency obtained in the
previous quarter.
I wish to give as a final illustration a result which was obtained
by the company primarily from its absolute control of operations
through its perfected budgetary procedures.
During the year 1925 the company reorganized to the extent of
acquiring several large manufacturing units and expanded its selling fields by acquiring several branch houses on the Pacific coast.
Through the acquisition of these selling units and manufacturing
plants the company acquired much duplication in its inventory
and it became a serious problem properly to liquidate the excess
thus acquired without seriously interrupting the production programs and bringing about a disorganized personnel. The coordination of the activities of the several new units and the absorbing
and reorganizing of the organizations of the units thus acquired
and merging them with the Walworth organization was an expensive job which required much time and forethought. The forecast as reflected in the budget anticipated a reduction in general
income of the company from operations. To offset this the president, after conference with the head of the statistical department,
in a revision of the budget, decided that it might be possible to
reduce annual costs of manufacturing, marketing and administra1260
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tion by $i,000,000. A comparison of the cost allowances established by the budget was made with the actual expenditures as
disclosed by a highly developed cost system. This disclosed the
necessary comparisons to the extent that the president issued his
instructions to department heads to make definite reductions in
cost without impairing operations. Within three months of the
time the instructions were issued, the reduction had been effected.
This example, which actually took place within the last eight
months, establishes, in my opinion, the effective control which
an executive of a large organization can obtain through the use
of properly forecasting the activities of all departments of his
business and relating their activities one to the other and by taking
proper account of outside influences.
From a small business with poor sales, antiquated production
methods and poor organization, the present administration has
made the Walworth Company the second largest concern in its
line of business and it is my opinion and that of the executives
that the present success of the company is due in large measure
to the practical application of budgetary control methods.
I know that I have been unable to go very deeply into the relation of fixed quotas to actual performance. I know that many
of you who are interested in cost finding procedure would like
to hear something relative to comparison of pre - determined cost
quotas with the actual cost obtained. The Walworth Company
and many other companies with which I have contact do this
monthly in connection with the operation of the production budgets and it is of unestimable value to executives of the production
department in controlling variable production costs, such as miscellaneous items of overhead expense, which give you cost men
the most trouble.
I hope that in this somewhat rambling talk I have been able
to bring out the importance of correlating the activities of one
department of the business with those of all the other departments and, as well, to outside influences. This is particularly
important to the success of the business which operates on a large
scale.
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